.3 'URI 'CLASSIFiCATION OF.THIS PAO(47?u.n Oata Eitte.d) "exit. and' the specific impulse obtained if the outgoing mixture w.%uld be expandedj .. to.the vacuum. Fluid and particle tentperature distributions along the chamber are-also calculated keeping, however, fixed a nondimensional parameter I expOerssing the ratio of the mass and heat transfer from the interstitial fluid -to the particle.
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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this work is to carry out a theoretical analysis that will provide a set of relations which can be used as a basis in a first step of the design of hydrazine engines with catalytic decomposition. In this work we shall only consider the steady state behaviour of the engines. Previous work on the theoretical aspects of this problem has In all these works and in the present one, It is assumed' that Hydrazine decomposes yielding Ammonia, Hydrogen and Nitrogen, and in turn Ammonia decomposes also giving Hydrogen and Nitrogen. Whereas in the previous works it was assumed that the stoichiometry of Hydrazine decomposition was Viven, in the present work we consider it as a parameter making the results more general.
Kesten obtained extensive numerical results and provided -a computer program for further calculations (Smith, Smith and 5 KestenS). Although he also gave some correlations of hi numerical results for some range of variation of the parameters, it is always difficult to extend these correlations to other parameters of interest and to obtain the physical insight of the probj a that an analytical solution provides. For example his correlation is only valid for the Shell 405 Catalyst and some particular conditions that were assumed regarding stoichiometry, velocity of reaction diffusion coefficients etc.. The previous 2 work made at INTA made some simplifications on the model of Kesten that did not affectessentially the physics of the problem, obtaining in turn a solution with all the characteristics of the reactor, that depended only on three non-dimensional parameters ~3.,-of which only pe appeared to be of importance. This model still retained some parameters fixed such as the kinetics of hy~frazine -de omposit-on-and the -reaction rate of ammonia decom--position. T-present model i3 a further -simplification of the -previous work 2 that-essentially consist in considering that ammonia decomposition is only important at temperatures close to the maximum one that is attained in the reactor. This simplifitcation, in turn allows to retain as variable parameters of the problem all the characteristics determining the kinetics inside the particle and the transport coefficients, making the results appliable to other types of catalysts.
In the frzst part of the work the problem is stated and review 'is made of the formulation of the problem as was pre--sented in ref.
2, extending it in. order to include more general characteristics of the catalyst. In the second part the problem' is solved considering that there is no ammonia decomposition, providing a first approximation to some aspects of the solution of the problem., In the third part the ammonia decomposition effect. is retained.
The temperature and concentration distributions along the chamber are calculated as functions of the particle surface temperature distribution, and in order to calculate it, it is necessary to solve a single ordinary differential equation of first order in which appear two parameters; one related to the ammonia decomposition rate and the other being the ratio of the -heat and mass transfer coefficients from the interstitial fluid to the particle. for temperatures around 1100 0 K appropiate for this study.
In refs. l and 2 it was assumed that a =1, and in In the previous work carried out at INTA 2 the following equations, in the vapor region, expressing that th variation rate of the different species along the chamber is equal to the rate at which they diffuse from the catalyst particles to the interstitial fluid were considered G dY..
Where G is the mass flow rate per unit cross section of the chamber, p is the density, Y the mass fraction of the different species, z the axial coordinate along the chamber, K a mass c transfer coeficient that depends on the interstitial fl.uid properties, and A the externalsurface of catalyst particle p per unit volume of bed. Subscripts and superscrips h and a "Z77
,efeo
to :hydrizine and. ammonia respectively, And" and 6-to
Inte'titial ifevuidy and particle surface conditions. o A similar equation is given for -the energy conservation dT.
d~ G hc(Ts
where c is an average specific heat at constant pressure of the 'gas mixture, T the temperature, and h a heat transfer coefficient.. c This is. a system, of, ive equations to determine the temperdture and mass fractions of the four species in the interstitial fluid -along the chamber. In order to complete the syste; an equation of state is required, that we take to be of the form
where the pressure P is assumed to be constant, that means that we neglect the pressure variations compared to the absolute value of the pressure (*) and also are required relations between the particle surface properties and the interstitial fluid-properties that we are going now to present.
A
In ref.
2 an analytical solution was found of the problem of calculating the temperature and mass fractiom distribution inside the particle, by solving the heat and mass conservation equations of the four speciessubject to the conditions expressing regularity at the particle center, and that the heat ,and species fluxes at the srface are those given by the right (*) The validity of this assumption was checked in ref. 1, is that the hydrazine,mass fraction at the particle surface is very small compared to the corresponding interstitial value; the decomposition rate is controlled-by ,external diffusion to the particle because the velocity of reaction of hydrazine is very large. Consequently, a detailed knowledge of the kinetic mechanism of hydrazine decomposition is not required for this study. Whereas hydrazine
J )
decomposes in a very thin region close to the particle surface,
I
ammonia decomposes in a much thicker region that may or may not be small compared to the particle radius. The following equ=tions exprexing an species and energy balance at the particle surface .give the requimd relations between the particle surface propertiesj 
where.K is the heat conduction coefficient inside the particle.
The parameter 0 expresses the ratio of the mass and heat diffusion velocities inside the particle and is very small because, whereas the diffusion is controlled by the gas inside the particle, the heat transfer is controlled by the solid part, that usually (*)according to ref. 1, b depends on the hydrogen mass fraction like Y1'1'. However we may assume that hydrogen diffuses so fast in the article that its mass fraction is constant equal to its surface value. we shall only retain the first term of the right hand side of (16).
We now need boundary conditions for equations (5) and (6) that give the temperature and mass fractions at the beginning of the vapor region. The initial temperature is the boiling temperature of hydrazine at the operating pressure T Tb(P)
The initial value of the hydrazine mass fraction, Yhb' is determined by the fact that enough hydrazine should decompose to libeate the heat necessary for the hydrazine to vaporize and reach its boiling temperature. In ref. 
Before proceeding further, it should be noticed that three first integrals of the system of five diffetential equations (5) and (6) can be obtained by linear combination of these equations. On using the previous initial conditions (17) (18) and (22) and -w_. j. also. give the optimum vdlue of the specific
To negle-ct ammhonia decomposition corresponds to make the f irst term-s onh the right nand side of equations (8) and (9) 44qua-t o -zero. With this approximation, and consideri-ng equation (10),9 equation (5) 
1.
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If' /-.7 (1 + -01.326(1;-a) -0.02(1-at))
The values-of the particle surface properties are obtained-* from equations (8) and (9), with the ammonia production terms equal to zero , And, the values of the interstitial properties calcul'ated before in (31) And (34') to (36) The first factor in backets is snall, of the order of 10 -2, so if this effect is going to be si.gnificant, A has to be large and the parameter j must be large too. According to this-, we take for A the expression given in equation (16) keeping only -the first term of the right hand side. On using equations (11) .-and (13)., we can rewrite the ammonia decomposition term as
-where., for typical values of catalytic reactors, 
Sf
-6by inoder -of' magnitude .of onei,the-aimonia tproduct'onW term ecoe ey -small. In the-previous, -part it was seeni that,.with.
no -ammhona ,dcom 6tdi the-Oarticle, surface teimperature was given by
, Ts-will rbe smaller than-T' in a quantity of order, ofie.,Cif. Yh is also of, order oh4). -and. it will, be consistent -with. the analysis-to nelglect the ;ammoni-a decomposition ef fect.i Howevdg 4d 1 e~e s6le, 5 gt closer 'to Tf. and the Ammonia--w ecompositiodn effects-should be taken into, account . Conse.iuently_ wecnas''ha h moi prod-uctiobn term_ is only imiporan -for -values -of close to Tf., and-if J-does not exhibit, su3ch anf strong A6pendence on Ias the edxponential term, we ca-n make the approximfati--on, of taking-f or J,, given in equation .06Y, the value JF,-corresponding'to. take-for the vatiables determining J the, va-"ues given in -equation-(3,7). Equation ()is then written-
This-equation has to-be, solved-together with those determining the evolution of the hydrazine mass fraction, and the interstitial by,
In figure 3 it can be seen that the particle surface temperature;
is initially smaller than the interstitial temperature and both -increase, reaching a maximum first the particle temperature, and at a later stage the interstitial temperature. When the maximum of the interstitial temperature is reached, both the interstitial and particle surface temperature are equal. In ref.
2 it was assumed that Le = 1, and the particle temperature always eshibited a decreasing behaviour, the same is expected for Le >1.
-However,, it should be remarked that for L. ' I the particle A surface temperature starts with values close to Tf and the ammonia decomposition is important from the beginning.
In figure 3 is also presented the asymptotic solution of where c-is a constaut of integration that has been calculated from the numerical solutions and varies from -1.7 for-A = I to 2.8 . for A = 100. The-solution presented in-iFigure 3 corresponds to c =0 -that is consistent, with considering 9 large. In figure 3 it can-be seen that if the chamber length is moderately larger To complete this work we shall now give an expression, relating the specific impulse that would be obtained expanding to the vacuum as a function of F. sec.
and F is given in formulas (65) and (66).
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